NUMBER 4 PRODUCT CREDENTIALS

STYLE COLLECTION

Jour d’automne Texture Paste
Behold Jour d’automne Texture Paste—the ultimate styling tool that lends molding, sculpting and shaping abilities to
artists crafting 3-dimensional hair styling for male and female forms. This exquisite styler creates aesthetically unique
styles—chiseled looks with separation or smoothly polished masterpieces, fit for exhibition within minimalist,
contemporary or ultra-modern galleries.
Artfully and evenly blend Texture Paste through hair to achieve strong staying power with a matte finish. For short or long
hair, this formula shapes men's cuts and enhances everything from pixie styles to longer layers to updos on women.
Lightweight flex net resins provide endless sculpting and shaping while anti-static properties tame flyaways.
Pourquoi Je t’aime (Why I ♥ You)
•

•

"Texture Paste is the new 'must-have' styling product for any hair stylist and groomer's kit. I love using this product
to achieve various styles, including sexy waves or natural smooth looks on women and messy hair or spikes on
men. One of the best features of this product is that it smells good and doesn't leave any sticky residue on your
hands. Perfect for on-set quick styling and touch-ups!" – Frankie Payne, Editorial Stylist
"Texture Paste is the ultimate short hair styling product! I can transform dull, shapeless hair into piece-y, textured
styles or subtly show off the framework of a structured cut with one simple product. But if I want a bit more shine, I
mix it with a pea-sized amount of Texture Styling Crème, which gives the hair a bit more of a sleek look." – Max
Sawicky, Stylist

Tips & Tricks
•

•

"I like to use Texture Paste on cool ponytails and braided hairstyles. First, I spray Super Comb Prep & Protect on
hair before rough drying it with just my fingers. Next, I spray Non Aerosol Hair Spray and loosely curl hair with a
half-inch iron, grabbing big, random pieces. After, I mix a dime-sized amount of Texture Paste with two drops of
Fluoro5 Elixer Restore & Repair Oil and apply throughout, then style the hair into a ponytail or braided updo. I set
everything with Mighty Hair Spray and the style holds all day!" – Steve Elias, Editorial Stylist
"On men with short hair and a strong wave pattern, start by applying Firm Hold Gel to the hair and blow drying it in
the opposite direction that he would normally wear it. Once dry, comb hair forward then apply Texture Paste lightly
throughout. Briskly massage the paste into the hair then blow dry again in the direction the client would normally
wear it. Once finished, hair will be smoother, with much less wave."– Frederick Shober, Stylist

Directions
Apply a small amount to palms and emulsify well. Distribute evenly through damp or dry hair. A little goes a long way.
Dimitris Giannetos used Texture Paste on the band The Atomics for their Flaunt magazine shoot. Log
onto www.number4hair.com/press to learn more.
Fragrance Notes: Tonka Beans, Patchouli, Spanish Moss
All Number 4 Products Contain our Liquid Complex Culture™
Liquid Vibrance™ Complex for Color Protection

Liquid Defense™ Complex for Strength

Liquid Vitality™ Complex for Anti-Aging

Liquid Purity™ Complex for Clarity
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